
TEST AUTOMATION CENTER OF EXCELLENCE
The Vaco Test Automation COE offers consultants with wide ranging skills and experiences, including
but not limited to: Selenium, Appium, UFT, LeanFT, Cucumber-JVM, SpecFlow, SilkTest & Slik4J,
WebDriverIO, TOSCA, SoapUI.

The COE identifies and implements metrics to show value of automation beyond the typical “time
savings” metric, as well as develops an overall test automation strategy that meets your company's
unique business needs.

METHODOLOGY & APPROACH

Driven to Achieve
Experienced in transforming large organizations through the implementation of

quality metrics, test automation, best practices and acquisition/development of

high-performance leaders and individual contributors. Driven to achieve an

innovative, analytics-oriented and transparent culture that is supported by a

mindset of continuous improvement for both the individual and the organization

to achieve superior customer value.

Providing High Quality Solutions
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QUALITY ASSURANCE ENGINEERING

QUALITY ENGINEERING/DEVELOPMENT

Conducting test assessments, developing recommendations and implementing solutions to
achieve superior results.
Developing and executing standardized testing processes and metrics.
Developing and implementing predictive metrics to estimate quality milestone dates, time to
release and drive behavior toward improvement.
Leading testing in multi-vendor environments, onshore, offshore and mixed shore.

Our team of QA consultants brings more than test execution. They are driven to partner with clients to
achieve superior results. Some of their capabilities include:

Vaco has worked with clients of varying sizes across the globe to deliver outsourced

managed services support. We utilize best practices and processes from these

engagements, which accelerates the time to value for all engagements.

ongoing success through process monitoring, metric-based reporting and continuous improvement.Ensure

Vaco’s Quality Assurance consultants for both client culture fit and technical experience Purposefully Screen
with specific tools and disciplines needed for the client.

priorities, develop QA roadmap and implementing cross organizational steering Intentionally Set
committee to ensure organizational goals are met… not just QA.

Collaboratively Establish  long and near term test strategies that provide value of cost reduction, 
effectiveness, and efficiency.


